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Ther excellent photograph of a possible n a r miss obiect Messenger 6?,p.
67) allows confident idenffficatlon. Although Srnette and Hahaut mention no
colour far the bright, dmse object, a
lithium or barlum release would havs
been noticeably red or green, respectively. The authors consldw a d then
reject such an explanation. Mey also
suggest a, re-entering satellite, bbut the
trains sometimes left by these
phenomena rarely, if ever, appear eircular,
Sme$te and Hainavt mention that
the object was about 75 deg above the
horizon, but white appearing to p a s
above Mars, it was really at only 9 deg
elevation. This accurately known pod€ion in the sky suggested oomelating a
pass of some outgassing artificial Birth
satellite with the path of the unknown
obW.
From the available orbital elements of
almost 7000 saltfrllites in orbit on Janu-

ary 28, 1 computed a trajectory for each
near 9:05 UTC. Only one matched.
The autfmrs did obswva an ice ball,
but it was not a cometary nudeus.
Space Shuttle Discovery's crew, with
German astronaut Ulf Merbold aboard.
had just csmpleted a 25-litre Spacelab
waste water dump at 8:58 as the orbiter
was headed toward South America from
war the South Pacinc Ocean. fhe bright
conchsation of magnitude approximately 1 was not the arktitar itself, since
DJmvery would have appeared to
move at three timers the angular speed
of the cantlmzion, Instead, the 2-dqwide, circukw nebulosity, backlit at a
solar phase angle of 157 deg, was ice
crystals which formed as the dumped
water condensed from the m ' s respiration and perspiration - froze In
space and thsn slowed due to high
drag. The d ~ l e r ~ ois ndirectly proportionalto cross-sectional m a and inversely proportional to mass. Since dis-
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crete ice crystals have a much larger
area-to-mass ratio than the Shuttle,
these Individual "satellites"experience a

considerable orbit perturbation from tho
tenuous atmosphere at this altitude.
Note also in the photograph a m m ljanying the Mesmgwr article how the
angular diameter of the bright condensation incteasm from right to left as it
expands, despite actually reosd1ngfrom
the camera
Spadab" waste water k typically
dumped only once per week-long mlssion. Even the most cconmative estimates prSbdEet that such an Ice ball
cannot survive in sunlight without subliming or wen remain in orbit for more
than a few hours.
Thus, although Srnette and Hainaut
did not experience some dose encounter with a vjsitor frem the outer soh
Bystem, they can at least feel privileged
to have witnessed a ram and fascinating
Wfidal comet!
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(1) D m s ] = 2 . 4 x l ~ ~ x F I ~
I.The ObsenrMons
In the Mwenger, No,87, Sm&e and where R = Distance Comet-Sun. Since
Hainaut report their observation of a di- S-H's Object was near the Earth, R = 1.a
fuse cornet-llke object of visual angular AU, and D = 2.4 x 10: if this object was
diameter araund 2 degrees, moving 1.l a comet. Then from
degrees per 10 secands of time, R a
northemly direction, at dawn (from n w (2) tg ra = DiA
on refemed to as S-H's Object).
we obtain d = 6.9~10' krns if the
Using the published picture, 1 rneasured a photographic diameter of 0.2 diameter was 2 degrees, and 6.9 x 10' If
the diameter was 0.2 degrees.
degrees. Let us take this value as a
tower limit for the angular diameter, and
the former value as an upper Ilmit.
3. Escape Velocity
In this work I will explore if the abave
Using this distance, its linear velocity
obserrations are consistent with what
can then be calculated:
we actually h o w about corn&.
If this were a corn, it would be of the (3) v=w.I.l
gmtest importanceto dculate its size
and orbit, since the object could belong where w Is the angular velocity In the
to the group of pygmy mm&s pos- sky. Ushg w 1 degree / 10 seconds of
tulated by Frank st al. (1986).
time, we flnd Y = 1.2 x 1 O4 kmdsect And
10 times more if the angular dlameter Is
0.2 degrees. The maximum relative orbi2, Distanceto the Object
tal velocity of a parabolic comet and the
We can obtain the distance to a com- E& is about 71.& = (29.8+42.0) kms/
et, A, from its observed angular diame- sea Thus the above veSocMes are much
ter, 0, using Figure 1, which shows the too large1 The cornet woutd have had a
llnear diameter, D, of the coma of many very hyperbollo orbit. No comet with
same& compiled by Wunm (1939), fitted such a hyperbole orbit has been diswith a law:
covered up to now.
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This result means that if the object
was a comet, then its diameter was I f0
times too small for its speed. Or, Ets
speed was 170 times too large for its
diameter. In any case we have a discrepancy by a large factor.
4. Comparison with Comet lras-

Araki-Alfiock 1983d.
Comet lras-Araki-Alcock 19836,was
the closest approach of any comet to
Earth since 1770 (when that of Comet
Laxell took place), and thus it can be
used as convenient comwson. On
May 11, 1983, it reached an angular
diameter of 3.5 degrees in the sky, at a
minimum distance to the Earth of A =
0.031 AU (Green, 1983).
Its trajectary was very similar to that
of S-H's Object, since it was moving in a
N-S direction, almost perpendicular to
the ecliptic.
Using the above Information we obtaln D 2.8 x 1O5 kms for Comet h4.
This value is plotted in figure 1 as a
quare. It Ites right on top of the calibration by Wurm (1939). Thus this Earthapproacher smes as a good test of our
hypothrtsia
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